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Saint Paul cowers on the ground at
the moment of his conversion while a humble
old man holds his horse, which dominates the
painting. Opposite him on the close side walls
of the Cerasi chapel, three men are struggling
to raise a cross to which Saint Peter has already
been nailed. The labourers are fighting with his
weight as they try to turn him head downward.
He looks in fury at the nail through his left
hand, but Caravaggio has just as much empa-
thy for the workers – so obviously, like Peter,
real people acting out this horrific tableau – for
the sheer physical effort of cruelty. “Who built
Thebes of the seven gates?” asked Bertolt
Brecht. Caravaggio goes one better – and ide-
alises the workers infinitely less – when he asks:
who nailed Peter to the cross? Who lifted it up?

It might be a gangland torture. Caravaggio
puts us there, in that situation, giving psycho-
logical reality to the killers and their victim
alike. Peter is not some sweet-faced old man
accepting his holy fate. He is mightily pissed
off. And while two of the cross-lifters’ faces 
are obscured, one looks at Peter out of the
shadows, and is as pitiable as him.

This is about you. Caravaggio’s Entombment
hangs in the Vatican. Out of it, Nicodemus
looks at you as he holds the green-grey corpse
by its knees. Christ is dead, dead like anyone
betrayed and murdered. Who is responsible?
Nicodemus looks out of the painting relent-
lessly. His head is huge, dominating the canvas,
the room, with its nagging weight.

Caravaggio never paints his religious scenes
without wondering what this would really be
like, if it happened today, involving living people.
Like Peter, Isaac is furious as he waits to have his
throat cut by his own father in Caravaggio’s Sac-
rifice of Isaac, in the Uffizi in Florence. The
unforgettable detail of this painting is the boy’s
face, howling, with anguished eyes and open
mouth, as his father, preparing the blade to
slaughter him, holds his son down by the neck.

You might recognise this face. It is the same
model as the Cupid in Berlin – Caravaggio’s boy
“that laid with him”.

The man who painted these religious mas-
terpieces in Rome around the beginning of the
17th century was no saint. He was a great
sinner. Later, going into a church in Sicily, it
was said, he was offered holy water. Caravaggio
refused because, he joked, it was only good for
venial sins and his were all mortal.

Sodomy, for a start, was a one-way ticket
to hell. 

In a painting that hangs in Palazzo Barberini
in Rome, Giovanni Baglione accuses Caravaggio
not just of practising but propagating sodomy.
Baglione’s Sacred and Profane Love, painted
in 1601, is a pious riposte to Caravaggio’s Berlin
Cupid. It visibly derives from Caravaggio’s pic-
ture. But this is a fully-clothed Christian angel,
armoured with virtue, and representing the
true love that leads the spirit upward to para-
dise. What this love triumphs over and what
lies exposed at its feet is sin, embodied by a
naked cupid who is lying down with a male
satyr or devil. The satyr’s face resembles
Caravaggio’s twisted self-portrait in his
Martyrdom of Saint Matthew, but even if you
doubt that, there is no doubting the kind of
profane love represented here – the diabolical
kind between satyrs and cupids, men and boys.

It is possible, by sharp editing of his oeuvre,
to write a life of Caravaggio in which he paints
some slightly sleazy pictures at the beginning
of his career in Rome to get attention, but
quickly matures into a sincere Christian
proselytiser. But this would be fiction. 

Caravaggio’s early paintings are indeed
impudent. The first pictures that exist by him
were made for a cheap art dealer on Piazza San
Luigi dei Francesi, whose church he was later
to decorate so powerfully. One of these hangs
in Rome’s Borghese Gallery.

The most tasteless painting in

ª Still Life of Basket of Fruit (c1601)
Pinacoteca Ambrosiana, Milan 
Caravaggio’s still lifes effortlessly manage
to dissolve the gap between the senses of
sight and taste

▲ Boy With Basket of Fruit (1593-4)
Galleria Borghese, Rome

The fruit deployed here is a seduction. With
his shirt having slipped off his shoulder, the
boy is no innocent vendor
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